A shaft transmission has coaxial tubular input and output shafts extending forwardly and backwardly from the transmission. Front and rear planet assemblies in the transmission include respective sun gears, planet carriers, and ring gears. The front planet carrier is fixed on an outer shaft enclosing the entire transmission. The rear sun gear is fixed rotationally to the input shaft. The rear planet carrier is fixed rotationally both to the front sun gear and to the output shaft. The rear ring gear is fixed rotationally to the front ring gear. Such a transmission divides the load between the front and rear planet assemblies while giving a substantial step-down in the neighborhood of 4:1. In addition the input and output shafts form a throughgoing passage through which a fluid medium, such as drilling mud, can be passed.

7 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures
TUBE-SHAFT PLANETARY-GEAR TRANSMISSION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a tube-shaft transmission. More particularly this invention concerns such a transmission employing planetary gearing and usable at the bottom end of a drilling string.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The drill bit at the lower end of a drilling string is normally rotated by multistage turbines driven by liquid, normally drilling mud, that is pumped at high pressure and in large volumes down through the string. As the output speed of such turbines is rather large, it is necessary to provide a stepdown transmission between the turbine output and the drill bit. Furthermore it is necessary to provide a passage so that the drilling mud, after traversing and driving the turbines, can exit from the lower end of the drill string at the bit and thence pass upwardly around the drill string, carrying with it the chips and particles created by the drill bit.

The amount of space is greatly limited, because on the one hand the maximum outer diameter of the drill string will be slightly smaller than the inside diameter of the bore so that the drilling mud can move upwardly around the string along the invariably nonrotating outer tube of the string, and on the other hand because the central axial passage through which the drilling mud passes downwardly in the string must be as large as possible so that large volumes of mud at high pressure can be supplied to the bottom end of the drill string, both to power the drive turbines and ensure good drilling.

Transmissions are known using planetary gearing that is capable of fitting within the relatively small available space. As a result of the small amount of space, however, the ratio of teeth between the gears lies between 2.2:1 and 1.7:1 so that the maximum transmission stepdown ratio lies somewhere between 1:1 and 3.2:1. Since the service life of the drilling head is dependent in large part on the rotation speed, rotating it at high speed wears it out rapidly. Furthermore the passage through the center of such a drill string is relatively limited in cross-sectional size so that often an inadequate amount of liquid for cooling and clearing of the bit is passed through the drill string. The planetary gearing often wears out relatively rapidly due to the extremely large forces that are applied to the various bearings. The gears themselves often wear out prematurely as a result of transmitting extremely great loads. In fact in these known transmissions the gear load is largely proportional to the load and to the spacing of the planet axes from the main axis of the gearing as well as the number of planet gears. Obviously in a limited space these factors are also greatly limited.

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide an improved shaft transmission.

Another object is to provide such a transmission which provides a relatively large stepdown ratio, yet which has a long service life.

Another object is to provide such a transmission which is extremely compact so that a relatively large central passage can be left through the tube shaft incorporating the transmission.

Another object is to provide such a transmission which is so constructed that the loads and stresses to which its various parts are subjected is spread out as greatly as possible so as to minimize wear.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

These objects are attained according to the instant invention in a shaft transmission having coaxial input and output shafts and front and rear planetary assemblies each comprising a sun gear, a planet carrier having at least one planet gear meshing with the respective sun gear, and a ring gear meshing with the respective planet gear or gears. According to this invention the front planet carrier, that is the planet assembly on the input-shaft side, is substantially arrested from rotating by it being fixed within an outer nonrotating shaft. The rear sun gear, that is the sun gear of the planetary assembly to the side of the output shaft, it rotationally fixed to the input shaft. The rear planet carrier is fixed rotationally to both the front sun gear and to the output shaft. Finally the rear ring gear is fixed rotationally to the front ring gear.

According to the present invention using a tooth ratio between the sun and ring gears of between 1.7:1 and 2.2:1 it is possible to produce an overall stepdown lying between 3.6:1 and 4.5:1. This relatively large stepdown allows a drill bit constituting the load of the transmission according to this invention to be rotated at relatively low speed for maximum effectiveness and longest service life.

Furthermore according to this invention the load is split between the two planetary-gear assemblies, with only approximately 75% of the load being transmitted by the rear assembly and the balance being transmitted by the front assembly. Consequently the load on the gears and their bearings is considerably reduced so that a greatly longer service life is obtained. What is more it is possible to torsionally load the output shaft much more through the transmission according to this invention so that relatively deep holes can be drilled with ease.

The rotation direction of the output shaft will be the same as that of the input shaft, merely much slower. Thus the standard turbines can be used as well as the standard threaded drill bit. Furthermore since the front planet carrier is rotationally fixed on the outer tube, stresses within the transmission are limited, and can easily be monitored at the top of the shaft. In fact the planet carrier can be formed by the lower end of the outer tube shaft so that the assembly is extremely compact and easily put together and taken apart.

It is possible to provide a heavy-duty thrust bearing between the front and rear planet carriers, that is approximately in the middle of the transmission according to this invention. This heavy-duty bearing can easily take up all the considerable axial stresses in a standard drill string with minimum cost.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIG. 1 is an axial section through a shaft transmission according to the instant invention; and

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the transmission according to this invention.
SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION

The transmission according to the instant invention is adapted to be mounted in a drill string having an outer tube or casing 2 and an inner tube shaft 1. The input shaft 1 is connected to a drive 6. In addition the transmission has an output shaft 5 connected to a load 7. In the embodiment shown the drive is a turbine provided at the lower end of a drill string and powered by the drilling mud that is pumped down through this string, and the load 7 is a roller-type boring bit.

According to this invention two planetary-gear assemblies 10 and 20 are provided. The assemblies 10 and 20 have respective sun gears 11 and 21, ring gears 12 and 22, and planet carriers 13 and 23 respectively carrying planet gears 14 and 24. These planet gears 14 and 24 in turn have stub shafts 15 and 25 received in roller bearings 16 and 26 in the respective planet carriers 13 and 23.

According to the instant invention the sun gear 21 of the rear planetary assembly 20 is formed directly on the input shaft 1 which itself is centered on an axis A of the assembly. The fixed casing or outer shaft 2 has a shoulder 2' to which the front planet carrier 13 is secured by screws 3. The other planet carrier 23 is formed directly in the upper end of the output shaft 5. The two ring gears 12 and 22 rotate jointly about the axis A. In addition the planet carriers 13 and 23 have respective inner parts 13' and 23' which are axially braced against each other by means of an axial-thrust bearing 4.

The transmission shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 is not a simple two-stage stepdown transmission, but in fact is a load-splitting transmission. To this end the sun gears 11 and 21 respectively have forty-eight and forty teeth, whereas both of the outer ring gears 12 and 24 have eighty-four teeth. The transmission is driven by rotation of the input tube shaft 1 so that force is transmitted from the input shaft 1 via its sun gear 21 to the planet gear 24 and thereby to the planet carrier 23 which is fixed on the output shaft 5. The sun gear 11 rotates at the same speed as the output shaft 5 and thereby rotates the front ring gear 12 in an opposite direction because the planet carrier 13 is fixed. As a result of these two opposite rotations the load is in fact split between the two assemblies 10 and 20. Thus the bearings 16 and 26 each only carry a part of the load transmitted through the transmission so that their service lives will be correspondingly increased.

The transmission shown, having forty teeth on the rear sun gear 21, forty-eight on the front sun gear 11, and eighty-four teeth on each of the ring gears 12 and 24 will thereby produce a stepdown of 4.301. Simultaneously the load will be divided 72% for the rear planetary assembly 20 and 28% for the front planetary assembly 10. The output shaft 5 will turn in the same direction as the input shaft 1, but substantially slower. Thus it is possible to use a standard threaded drill bit on the output shaft 5.

The inner tube shaft 1 forms a passage 1' extending axially through the entire transmission so that the drilling mud which powers the multistage turbines constituting the drive 6 can pass freely through this transmission. The output shaft 5 is similarly tubular.

Although the transmission described above is particularly intended for use in a deep-well drill string, it is of course within the scope of this invention to use it in other applications wherein a relatively large stepdown is needed, but wherein the transmission for this stepdown must fit in a relatively limited annular space in a shaft.

I claim:

1. A shaft transmission comprising:
an input shaft defining a transmission axis;
an output shaft coaxial with said input shaft;
a front planetary assembly centered on said axis and including
a front sun gear rotatable about said axis,
a front planet carrier provided with at least one front planet gear meshing with said front sun gear, and
a front ring gear meshing with said front planet gear;
means for substantially arresting said front planet carrier from rotating about said axis; and
a rear planetary assembly centered on said axis and including
a rear sun gear fixed rotationally to said input shaft,
a rear planet carrier fixed rotationally to said front sun gear and to said output shaft and provided with at least one rear planet gear meshing with said rear sun gear, and
a rear ring gear fixed rotationally to said front ring gear and meshing with said rear planet gear.

2. The transmission defined in claim 1 wherein said means is an outer shaft centered on said axis, containing said assemblies, and coaxially receiving at least portions of both of said shafts.

3. The transmission defined in claim 2 wherein said input shaft is tubular and is formed with said rear sun gear.

4. The transmission defined in claim 2 wherein said shafts are tubular and together form an axially through-going passage.

5. The transmission defined in claim 5, further comprising a pressure bearing engaged axially between said planet carriers.

7. The transmission defined in claim 5 wherein said sun gears have the same number of teeth.
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